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From reshaping the quote to cash process, to transforming engagement with channels partners, to achieving excellence in global product launch, Model N enables digital reinvention with industry-specific solutions that maximize revenue.
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To ensure you get the most out of your Model N investment Model N provides a complete set of professional Customer Success, Services and Support offerings designed to further your business and IT success.
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                               2021 State of Revenue Report

                               71% of the executives believe their industries could do better with revenue management. Find out their top challenges and what they see as their biggest opportunities for success - in our newly released research report.

                               GET THE REPORT
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                                STATE OF REVENUE

                                A SURVEY OF C-SUITE EXECUTIVES

                            

                        

                    


                

            



        
      
        
          
            
              
                The Growing Revenue
 Execution Crisis

                It is harder than ever to know and grow your true top line. Digital disruption has caused an explosion of complexity.
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                The Growing Revenue
 Execution Crisis

                On the one side, your true top line is obscured by exposure, liabilities, and the risk of commercial and government penalties.
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 Execution Crisis

                On the other side, you may be leaking revenue or leaving money on the table.
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                The Growing Revenue
 Execution Crisis

                Model N Revenue Execution Cloud integrates with and extends your ERP and CRM systems, giving you the visibility, certainty and automation you need across your entire revenue execution workflow so you can maximize profitable revenue.
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      The Growing Revenue Execution Crisis

      It is harder than ever to know and grow your true top line. Digital disruption has caused an explosion of complexity.

      On the one side, your true top line is obscured by exposure, liabilities, and the risk of commercial and government penalties.

      On the other side, you may be leaking revenue or leaving money on the table.

      Model N Revenue Execution Cloud integrates with and extends your ERP and CRM systems, giving you the visibility, certainty and automation you need across your entire revenue execution workflow so you can maximize profitable revenue.
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        What Can Model N Revenue Execution Cloud
Do for Your Company?

        Model N’s end-to-end platform eliminates revenue leakage, captures hidden
 revenue, and ensures regulatory compliance to grow your true top line.
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                    Drive Growth, Profitability and Minimize Revenue Leakage

                    	Enable life sciences and high tech companies to drive growth and market share 
	Minimize revenue leakage throughout the revenue lifecycle.
	Purpose-built cloud solutions tailored to the pharmaceutical, medtech and high tech manufacturing industries
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                    Deliver Comprehensive Visibility, Insight and Control

                    	Always know where you stand: visibility into every transaction
	Avoid risk of non-compliance: real-time pricing to give the right price to the right customer the first time
	Configurable to your business and processes: support existing or emerging business models
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                    Manage Commercial Operations and Compliance Profitably

                    		Automate pricing, incentives and contract decisions

	New levels of freedom and creativity for pricing and incentive options
	Never miss regulatory changes: keep current around constant regulatory changes and market dynamics
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        Maximizing Revenue for Leading Companies
 in Life Sciences and High Tech

        Hundreds of the world’s largest companies in life sciences and high tech trust Model N to process billions of transactions
 every day because of our deep domain expertise in key vertical markets. Model N Revenue Execution Cloud is purpose-built
 for your industry. Our customers also benefit from deep engagement with industry peers at all levels in our customer
 communities, so you learn from the best practices of companies just like you.
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                Pharma

                Proven with 24 of 25 top pharma companies processing billions of Rx, Medicaid, direct and chargeback transactions
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                Medtech

                Keep pace with emerging business models and ever-changing regulatory conditions
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                High Tech 

                Eliminate overpayments and drastically reduce quote turnaround time


              

            


            
          
        
      

    

          See All Industries
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    Trusted by
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                  20%
                    deployed at 900+ distributors & resellers

                  

                  
                    Case Study                    [image: arrow]
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                Increase


                in channel compliance

              


              


            


            
              
                “We now have an effective and measurable way to manage the channel. Model N’s CDM solution made us much more proactive in our approach to working with our partners.”   



— Ron Ryan, SVP of Global Channels, Cambium Networks
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                Countries


                global visibility of contracts and pricing on one system

              


              


            


            
              
                “Model N are customer focused, they’re passionate about what they do, they like to think forward about possible future solutions, and they have provided excellent service.” 




— Madalina Preda, Global Pricing Manager, Corning Life Sciences 

              

            


          


        
      

    


          View all case studies
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          BLOG

          Model N Acquires Deloitte’s Life Sciences Pricing and Contracting Solutions Business

          The acquisition broadens Model N’s portfolio to better serve a larger segment of the market, from pre-commercial companies to the largest life sciences organizations in the world. 

It also brings new life sciences customers, talent and intellectual property to Model N’s customer base and market-leading cloud revenue management offering.


          READ BLOG
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                    PRESS RELEASE
                  

                  
                    Life Sciences Executives View Revenue Management as Business-Critical, According...                  

                  
                    SAN MATEO, Calif., March 10, 2021 – Model N, Inc. (NYSE: MODN), the leader in cloud revenue management solutions, today announced findings...                  
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                    WHITEPAPER
                  

                  
                    Best practices for complying with 340B                  

                  
                    Read this white paper to learn how you can improve the chargeback process, generate an audit trail, and ensure correct 340B pricing.                   
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                    GUIDE
                  

                  
                    Forrester Consulting Study Shares How to Optimize Sales and Channels                  

                  
                    Learn what 200 plus executives in High Tech and B2B software surveyed said will accelerate channel....                  
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    Know and Grow Your True Top Line

    Enabling our Customers to Deliver Life-Changing Products to the World

    Contact Sales
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        Contact Sales

        Thank you for your interest in Model N. Please submit the form and our sales team will contact
          you within
          24 hours.
        

      

      
        Our Customers Include:
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        Thank you for reaching out.

        We will get back to you within 24 hours.

      

      

    

  



















		
	  













    









